
MODULE PSNEWSLETTER by Eolia 
 
Following several requests, here is a help to install and use this module: 

Installation: (for those who do not have the latest version auto-update) 

Download the module on the forum or here: 
http://www.eolia.o2switch.net/newsletter/download/newsletteradmin.zip 

Unzip it and copy it via ftp (passive mode, binary) in your "modules" directory.

 

Be sure your server is properly configured. Otherwise go to "Preferences" -> "localization" and select 
at the bottom, the codes of your country. 

  

 

Do not use the store method to download because it is restricted in size to upload and causes an 
error.  Go to your tab "modules", sub-heading  'Administration' and click the + on the left to expand 
the tree. 

 

http://www.eolia.o2switch.net/newsletter/download/newsletteradmin.zip


Click "install" and then, once the page is refreshed, select "configure"    

and in the next page, click "copy files". 

 

A list appears containing several information about files copied.

 

Clicking the back button and you find your BO interface.  Go to the tab "Customers" and you will find 
a new "Send newsletter", click it. 

 

It's beautiful is not it? (I did not put the image because you are supposed to have  the module under 
your eyes reading this tutorial)  

Use : 

Let's start with a test:  

Choose a topic.  



As the date is pre-filled by the today date you can left it like that, but feel free to edit it. Avoid exotic 
characters who just might not be readable in some messaging. These variables, which will see after, 
can be inserted in the subject (TITLE% -%FIRSTNAME% -%LASTNAME%).  

Oops ... a warning red! 

 

What's going on? Nothing serious just a module created by another prestashop's member that can 
serve you to manage your list of subscribers. Once it is installed, use the link to be direct.  

It continues ... 

Write your mail, you can import your templates (created by you or downloaded on the web) in the  
/js / tiny_mce / templates  and then insert them using the button integrated in the editor. 

 To make the test interesting subscribe to the newsletter, you'll see why later. Insert these variables 
to understand their utility in the mail:%TITLE% -%FIRSTNAME% -%LASTNAME% -%MAIL% %LINK% -
%SUB% -%UNSUB% 

Here is an example for those who did not understand: 

%LINK% 

Hello  %CIVILITY%  %FIRSTNAME%  %LASTNAME%! 

Your email  %MAIL%  was randomly selected to win 50% off this week, then go ahead! 

%UNSUB% 

You can copy/paste into the editor, it's done for. 

 

 



This will give you at the reception: 

 

For those who do not like pink color and do not want to make free advertising for Prestashop at each 
shipment you should edit two files in the directory /mails/en/ : newsletter.txt and newsletter.html 
and modify them, add an footer or other elements. THE ONLY IMPORTANT THING IS TO NOT 
REMOVE THE VARIABLE {message} otherwise your mail is empty ... 

For info txt file is used for sending in text mode. 

Set the number of items per minute (some hosts bridle to 400 emails / hour) this value can be 
increased if you use the SMTP method rather than phpmail (). Just make tests. 

I have users that run to 20 000 subscribers with this module. The only constraint comes from the 
initialization of the start list. Indeed, the script must select all the email addresses, checking their 
validity and remove all duplicates. If you should analyse 20,000 addresses , your max_execution_time 
could to be exceeded. In this case create groups of 3 to 4,000 customers and send them one after the 
other. 

Choose the name of the sender, the reply address if you wish and the name of the mailing list. If you 
leave these fields blank (only the first 2), these will be filled in by default to avoid being blacklisted 
for spam. 

Select the recipient (as you are in test, you check "Mailer test » and you put yours address). 

Specify whether to save your campaigns (useful if you use the link %LINK% in the mail that allows 
those who receive it in text mode to see it in their browser) 



Choose to save your email as a future template (This will allow you to reuse it). 

Send your mail, and view the progress. As there is only one it's fairly quick. 

At the first email you have a preview of the email, then a progress bar until the last mail. 

Do not close your browser window (it's running by refreshing the page) and prevent your PC  to fall in 
sleeping mode until you are not to 100% of items. If you need to work in your BO, just open a second 
tab. 

The result is displayed with SUCCESS or FAILED. Success does not mean that the recipient has 
received it, but that email is really sent. After, where he will land, nobody knows ... 

Once the newsletter sent you return to the main page of the module where you can manage your 
newsletters sent, your logs and templates. 

A new party has emerged that will allow you to track the open rate of emails (not 100% reliable 
because  scripts or  image display  are blocked by some users or messagings) and the history of 
yourcampaigns (the last 10, we will not fill up the server with unnecessary stuff). 

 

The "drop results" option allows to restart with clean databases if you have made tests or errors. 

 

 

You can also import a list of emails (with name and lastname if you wish) in CSV. A sample file is 
provided in the module directory  to make a test, what you do now: ->  File -> Record. A new window 
will open with different sorts of informations and you can control the imported list. If a syntax error 
appears, the script stop and  you will control your list. The format is 3 columns:  mail; Name, 
FirstName 

You have just enough time to see that everything went well (3 sec) and you're back on your main 
page. A option has changed, at the last line of choice: 

 

Thus you can select it for your next shipment (click!). As we are lazy we take the model did in the last 
shipment by clicking on the icon  



 

 

 

 

 

 

To avoid have a alert to the next item with this warning:.. 

 

We can not put anything, but not to be recognized as a spammer you have this: 

 

We have two solutions: Change the subject, yes but it's a shame, it was good, I put three hours to 
find it, ... or more simply: 

Click here: 

 

And click on the trash in the list corresponding  to the last email's sent. 

 

Once removed the last backup you send the mail to the list imported from CSV (previously clicked). 
You risk nothing because addresses are false (functional but false). 

I admit the arrow is a little big 
but I was asked so many times 
where was this icon ... 



 

And the final result: 

 

Good campaigns and it’s your turn! 

Eolia 

PS: 

Some go to ask me the usefulness of this: 

 

For information, it allows you to change your translations in the BO admin one hand and to the 
module internal files that are not managed by Prestashop other. Personal system that does work 
good too. If someone has knowledge in foreign language, their contribution will be greatly 
appreciated and translations files will be added into future updates. 

The "Module reset" reinstalls the files in case of bug or blocking after a false manipulation. 


